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Abstract

In order to use segmented volumetric data for subsequent
analyses, it is important to detect and understand, where the
segmentation is reliable and where it is uncertain. This is
especially critical in deep learning segmentation which re-
lies on manually annotated ground truth. Especially in ap-
plications using medical and biological data, ground truth
annotations are often sparse, imbalanced, and imprecise.

We propose to utilize 2.5D orthogonal ensembles not
only to arrive at dense segmentation but, more importantly,
to indicate areas of high prediction fidelity and areas of un-
certainty.

Our ensemble achieved accuracy above 95% in the high
fidelity areas of a volume of a poplar leaf segment. This
accuracy was achieved not only for a fresh leaf sample sim-
ilar to the training data, but also for a severely dehydrated
sample. Well-represented classes contained large areas of
high prediction fidelity and exhibited high validation met-
rics. By contrast, under-represented classes tend to contain
large areas of uncertainty.

Indication of uncertainty could be used as a basis to re-
vise the predictions by domain experts. This is in turn ex-
pected to improve and/or enlarge the ground truth and al-
lows for training of higher-quality segmentation models.

1. Introduction

Segmentation is crucial step for further biological [17]
or biomedical analysis. Traditional approaches of image
segmentation rely on homogeneity criteria such as inten-
sity values (threshold) or large gradient magnitude (border
line) [12]. Since MRI, CT or µ-CT images are blurred, con-
tain noise or have low contrast, it is more difficult to design
such criteria in medical [18] or biological image segmen-
tation. In these fields deep learning is increasingly gaining
popularity [8] as the features are learned automatically. The

automatic feature learning is beneficial, but the filters im-
portant for the segmentation remain unknown, which makes
it difficult to interpret and improve the results [15].

Deep-learning approaches rely on large ground truth
training sets. Limited annotated data is a remaining chal-
lenge in medical imaging [5], but even more in botany
and agriculture, where annotated image libraries are miss-
ing [13]. Moreover, any manual annotations are subject to
inter- and intra-observed variability. In turn, such ground
truth annotation often may become unreliable in hard-to-
annotate areas.

In 2015 U-Net was introduced [14] and it has become
one of the most commonly used architectures in (bio-
)medical segmentation [18]. It was originally used for 2D
transmitted light microscopy images. Since then it was used
for nearly all major imaging modalities such as CT, MRI
and X-ray [15]. The drawback of using 2D convolution for
3D data such as MRI, CT or µ-CT is the lack of volumet-
ric context [2]. There have been several extensions of U-
Net [15], the 3D U-Net [20] being one of them. Due to high
requirements on GPU memory of 3D convolutions [1] vol-
umetric data is usually divided into smaller patches [5]. To
overcome the drawbacks of 2D and 3D U-Nets, there have
been several attempts to combine these approaches and run
the 2D U-Net networks in parallel on several 2D projec-
tions of a 3D volume in order to incorporate some volumet-
ric context at computationally efficient cost. This kind of
ensemble U-Net is called 2.5D U-Net [15]. Usually the 3D
volume is divided into 2D images along three orthogonal
axes and then three U-Net models are trained and used for
prediction separately. With fusion of the three predictions
the final segmentation result is produced [4, 6, 11, 19]. An-
other possibility is to use random 2.5D U-Net with multiple
2D projections [2].

In this paper we utilize the 2.5D-like approach in order
to localize the high fidelity predictions and to flag voxels
with uncertain predictions. The aim is on one hand to ad-
dress the problem with limited ground truth data typical for
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Figure 1. µ-CT scan viewed as three orthogonal stacks of images.

Figure 2. Example of ground truth cross-section slice of scan time
3 showing all 6 available labels.

biological and (bio-)medical image segmentation. On the
other hand we aim to build a tool that can enlighten how to
fix errors of the predictions. The uncertain regions can be
further reviewed by domain experts. This could enlarge the
labeled data set, while significantly decreasing the manual
labour. We present an approach that serves as the initial step
for human-in-the-loop interactive segmentation.

2. Data

µ-CT scans of a hybrid poplar leaf were taken at the
TOMCAT beamline at the Swiss Light Source of the Paul
Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland) using acquisition
protocols similar to [17]. The leaf was allowed to wilt and
scanned in five different scan times. The first scan was done
immediately after the leaf strip was prepared and placed
into a holder. The other four scans were done after 10, 20,

25, and 30 minutes, while the leaf was dehydrating. While
only minor differences in leaf structure were apparent dur-
ing scan times 1-4, large differences were noticeable at time
5 and the cells were visibly shrunken.

The µ-CT scans were divided into stacks of 2D slices
along the three orthogonal axes (Fig. 1). Sparse set of 2D
images were manually segmented into 6 classes, i.e., cells,
veins, epidermis, stomata, background air, and intercellular
airspaces (inner air).

This resulted in 10 to 25 segmented slices for each scan
time and each axis. Two of the six classes have been heavily
underrepresented: veins (5%) and the small pores on the
surface, called stomata (≈ 1%).

3. Methodology
In this section we summarize the methodology of seg-

menting 2D slices along three orthogonal axes, orthogonal
axes ensemble used for the selection of 3-consistent voxels
and their evaluation.

3.1. 2D Segmentation Using U-Net

For 2D segmentation we divided the data into the train-
ing and validation sets. For the training set, we used scan-
ning times 1, 2, and 4. For the validation set, the time 3 and
(the challenging) time 5 were used with the aim to validate
the models on a slightly different-looking dataset.

The models were trained and predicted using 3 differ-
ent resolutions, i.e. 1024 × 1024, 512 × 512, 256 × 256.
The models were trained using U-Net [14] architecture. As
shown in Fig. 3 one model was trained for the paradermal
axis and one for the cross- and longitudinal-section.

In order to address the problem with limited labeled
ground truth data-set we used data augmentation [3]. We
applied transformation functions such as random crop, flip,
rotation both on the µ-CT slices and their corresponding la-
beled ground truth slices simultaneously.

3.2. Orthogonal Axes Ensemble

The outputs of the three 2D predictions are aggregated
in one 3-channel volume with 3 label predictions per voxel
(see Figure 3). The number of unique labels per voxel splits
the voxels into three categories:

1. all three models predicted consistently (3-consistent
voxels);

2. two models were consistent, but inconsistent with the
remaining one;

3. all three models were mutually inconsistent.

As no clear consensus is found for voxels of categories 2
and 3, we declare them as uncertain and call for a manual
inspection. We’ll discuss this later in section 5.
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Figure 3. Training and prediction along the 3 orthogonal axes and their aggregation.

Figure 4. Mean IoU and accuracy for the test set (times 3 and 5). 2D predictions (averaged over all orthogonal axes and resolutions)
compared to average of 3-consistent predictions. Black bars represent standard deviation.

In the following we are interested in how reliable are the
predictions of category 1 with respect to the ground truth.
To do so we compute and compare several metrics for both
the ensemble and the three axis-wise 2D predictions.

3.3. Validation Metrics

Five spatial overlap-based metrics [16] are used for vali-
dation.

Pixel Accuracy (PA) is a basic metric used for segmenta-
tion evaluation. It is the ratio of correctly predicted pixels
to the total number of pixels. [9]

Precision is used only for each label class separately:

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(1)

where TP is the true positive fraction and FP is the false pos-
itive fraction [9]. Precision values indicate whether over-
segmentation occurs [10].

Recall Similar to precision, recall is used only for each
label class separately:

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

where TP is the true positive fraction and FN is the false
negative fraction [9]. Recall values indicate whether under-
segmentation occurs [10].

Intersection over Union (IoU, a.k.a the Jacard index [7])
is used both in the per-class and the image-mean variants.
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IoU for individual class is defined as

IoU =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| =

TP

TP + FP + FN
(3)

where A is the mask of the class label in the ground truth
image and B is the mask of the class label in the predicted
image. |A ∩B| is the intersection and |A ∪B| is the union
[9] [16].

Mean IoU is defined as the mean for the IoUs of the indi-
vidual classes [9]. The mean IoU was calculated as

meanIoU =
1

n

n∑

c=1

(IoU)c (4)

where n = 6 is number of classes and (IoU)c is the IoU for
class c.

4. Results and Discussion
The metrics in 2D predictions were sufficiently high for

the well represented classes, i.e. cells, epidermis, back-
ground air and intercellular airspace. In scan time 3,
IoU, precision, and recall values were usually higher than
90%. In scan time 5 metrics were usually higher than 70%
(Fig. 5). Since in scan time 5, the poplar leaf was much
more dehydrated than during other scan times, it was ex-
pected that the predictions would be less accurate. Indeed
the accuracy and mean IoU were lower for scan time 5 than
for scan time 3 (Fig. 4).

For the under-represented classes, i.e., stomata and veins
the precision was higher than recall. The recall was espe-
cially low for stomata for both scan times. This indicates
under-segmentation. Therefore IoU was also low for stom-
ata. The low IoU for underrepresented classes can explain
why mean IoU is lower than accuracy for the 2D predic-
tions.

After selection of 3-consistent voxels both accuracy and
mean IoU increased in both scan times. The amount of
voxels of this category was lower in time 5 (≈ 80%) than
in time 3 (≈ 90%). The increase of the metrics values
was higher for the scan time 5 than for scan time 3. Even
though the average accuracy was 95.26% for scan time 3
and 86.82% for scan time 5, after selection of 3-consistent
voxels the average accuracy was comparable, i.e. 97.83%,
96.16%, respectively (see Fig. 4). Mean IoU remained
lower for scan time 5 than for scan time 3. The difference
in the amount of uncertainty voxels for scan time 3 and 5 is
demonstrated on an example in Figures 7b and 7d by yellow
color.

Except for stomata in time 3 and both stomata and veins
in time 5 the metrics increased class-wise. For the under-
represented classes the recall was low and it got even lower

for the 3-consistent voxels (Fig. 5). Therefore also IoU was
lower.

The low recall for stomata for 2D predictions can be ob-
served in Figure 6 (f)-(h). Only some of the stomata were
predicted by the particular models, but along each of the
orthogonal axis it was predicted differently. In paradermal
axis (f) only around half of the stomata were predicted, but
when they were predicted it usually corresponded to the
ground truth. This corresponds to small recall, but higher
precision (see Fig. 5a). Additionally one of the stomata was
predicted around hole visible in µ-CT scan (a) and ground
truth (e) near the stoma. Such an air gap between stoma
and epidermis is highly unusual. In cross- (g) and long-
(h) sections the number of predicted stomata is higher, but
the shapes are slightly deformed. Therefore, as it is visible
in Fig. 6 (b) - (d) the uncertainty depicted with yellow is
high in stomata regions and 3-consistent voxels forms only
small portion of stomata voxels in ground truth. Addition-
ally around the uncertainty the 3-consistent voxels differs
from the ground truth. This explains the decrease of recall
after orthogonal axes ensemble. A similar pattern is visi-
ble for veins and stomata in scan time 5 (see Fig. 7c and
Fig. 5b).

For well represented classes the metric values were for
3-consistent voxels usually above 90% for both scan times.
In scan time 3 most voxels labeled as cells, intercellular
airspace and background were labeled as their correspond-
ing class in all 2D predictions. This is illustrated in Fig. 7b.
In scan time 5 precision was significantly lower for inner air
and stomata than in scan time 3 (see Fig. 5b). This indicates
over-segmentation of these classes. For the 3-consistent
voxels the precision significantly increased.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented an approach that utilizes 2.5D orthogo-

nal axis ensembles and detects areas of confidence and un-
certainty. The validation metrics were higher for the 3-
consistent voxels in comparison to the 2D predictions. For
well represented classes, i.e. cells, epidermis, background
and inner air, they were usually above 90% even for scan
time 5, that was significantly more dehydrated in compari-
son to the training data-set.

Uncertainty areas tend to correlate with the underrep-
resented classes, i.e. stomata and veins. Here, small
recall was typical in 2D predictions, indicating under-
segmentation of these classes. For the classes with large
uncertainty areas, under-segmentation remained also for the
orthogonal axes ensemble.

In future work this approach could be used as an initial
step in a human-in-the-loop segmentation, where the uncer-
tainty areas can be revised.

In Figure 8 we show an example of prediction by or-
thogonal axes ensemble overlaid by uncertainty (yellow)
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(a) scan time 3

(b) scan time 5

Figure 5. Label classes comparison of 2D predictions and 3-consistent voxels for scan time 3 (a) and scan time 5 (b).

for a slice without the ground truth. An increasing opacity
can become a part of an interactive tool for revision of pre-
dictions irrespective of absence/presence of a ground truth.
Such a revision can in turn enrich the training set.

In Figure 7a shows 3-consistent voxels of the veins
surrounded by yellow uncertainty area and several orange
spikes. Because it is hard even for a human expert to distin-

guish cells closely appressed to the veins, such cells were
annotated as veins. Our approach actually correctly anno-
tated these cells, leading to the orange spikes. This shows
our approach can help to identify areas that are hard to man-
ually label to improve the ground truth data.
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 6. Top row: slice of scan (a) overlaid by ensemble predictions, using increasing opacity (b)-(d). Yellow indicates uncertainty and
requests human revision. Bright orange indicates mismatch between predictions and ground truth. Bottom row: Labels by human expert
(e) and predictions along the three orthogonal axes (f)-(h).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7. Selected slices from scan time 3 (a),(b) and 5 (c),(d) overlapped by ensemble predictions and uncertainty.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8. Slice of scan (a) overlaid by ensemble predictions, using increasing opacity (b)-(d).
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